BT Precision BT5436C Carbon Fiber Tripod Product Compare
PRS Weapon Support, Video, Spotting Scope, & Long Lens DSLR where strength low vibration are the primary
requirements.
Design
Focus

Feature

Field Optics
BT5436C
BT Precision Ground

Really Right Stuff
TVC-23 MK2

Fotopro
TS-85C

Crux Ordnance
34mm Tripod

Sirui SR-3204 SR
Series

P

Weight

3.6 lbs

3.3

5.236

6 lbs
(with LB)

4.4

P

Max Height

54"

52.6

53.07086614

58"

59

3.8"

3.7

4.01

?

4.7

Bowl Diameter

75mm

75mm

75mm

75mm

75mm

Mounting Interface

3/8-16

1/4-20

3/8-16

3/8-16

3/8-16

Folded length

21"

23.9"

19.1

26"

21.4

Leg Segments

3, twist

3 twist

5 twist

3 twist

4

Load Capacity

95 lbs

40 lbs

64.5

35 lbs

55

Extendable Leg
Option

Yes

No

No

No

No

Construction

32 mm/8 layer CF,
CNC Aircraft Aluminum

AL, Carbon Fiber

36mm Carbon Fiber

34 mm 10 layer
Carbon Fiber

AL, 33mm Carbon
Fiber

Locking Angles

23, 50, 85 deg

Yes

Yes

21,50,78

Yes, 3 angles

Bubble Level

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Leg Tip

Adjustable rubber foot
w/ optional metal spikes
and snow & mud
baskets

Fixed Ruber

Rubber over spike

Weight Hook

Yes

Yes

Yes

Carry bag

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Warranty

3/6 yr

2/10 yr

?

5 yr

?

P Min Working Height

P

P

Made with oversized 32 mm
dia. 8 layer carbon fiber legs for
maximum strength & rigidity.
This BT {Precision tripod is very
roubust and still extremely light
weight and compact.
Its primary application is for
weapons support, high power
spotting scopes, long lens
photography.
With three adjustable leg
angles and a minimum height of
3.8" from the ground, it's
perfect for prone shooting
positions. Accepts 75mm bowl
leveling bases, heads, or can
convert to a flat top style
tripod.
Combine our FBT leveling base
adn FBT-ASPL clamp & the
FM400 GunPOD system to our
for optimum precision rifle and
Long Range shooting
application.

P

MAP

$

Anti Slip Molded
Feet with
Rubber over spike
integrated
Hardened
Stainless Steel
No
Yes

The CruxOrd Tripod System
provides ultra-smooth
movement and stable
support for even the longest
Twist locks with integrated
The TS-85C is an excellent
shots. Our tripods are
wipers to keep particles out of
choice for the outdoor
capable of supporting up to
The Sirui SR-3204 SR
the locking mechanism.
adventurer who needs a tripod 50 lbs of equipment and
Series Professional
Collets reduce lock
tough enough to go anywhere. features an Picatinny cradle
Tripod is a 4-section
engagement to lock and unlock
The TS-85C’s cutting edge
attachment. Separate
faster with less effort
support with carbon
carbon fiber design offers
locking and adjustment
O-rings help keep threads
maximum strength and
mechanisms allow friction fiber legs. Each section
clean and smooth while
has a twist lock that
durability to protect your gear
adjustment without
providing better tactile
while you’re braving the wild instability. Rifle and spotting turns halfway, which
feedback
to get that perfect shot.
scope positions can be
unlock and enable the
Vented clevis design allow legs
adjusted smoothly with one legs to extend and reach
to collapse faster without
hand and a balanced
a maximum height of
pressure buildup
position maintained without
New threaded sockets on the
59". With three variable
tightening.
sides of the apex provide
leg angles and
better placement for
independent leg spread,
accessories like QD
the legs can completely
attachments or a BC-18
The Support System is made
splay out, and the
Less tools to carry when
of hard anodized, scratchtripod can have a
changing apex accessories. on
resistant 6061 aluminum
your RRS plate.
minimum height of 4.7",
alloy and CNC precision
High strength to weight ratio
machined parts in the USA. which is ideal for macro
Made from CNC-machined
or low-angle
Maintenance free, designed
6061 T6 Aluminum
with weather-sealed ball
photography.
Solid ring apex for strength and
bearings, enables the head’s
reliability.
smooth movements. The
Support System also
features over-sized knobs
for ease of operation.

289.00 $

915.00

$

699.95 $

699.00 $

779.00

